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LET'S BLOG

In the 21st century digital technology widens options for choosing when and how to

contribute to society. New digital citizenship platforms, where to share experiences

and support each other are springing up ever more frequently. It brings more

possibilities to become active citizen and to find more space in a given community.

In the 21st century citizenship has gone digital, giving more opportunity and choice

how we can contribute to society and make a difference to real lives all over the

world. A form of citizenship has emerged through digital storytelling and this most

popular form is blogging. Everyday more and more people become story-sharers.

They are driven by a desire to benefit society, making blogging a part of digital

citizenship. Although blogging doesn’t have a long history, it becomes everyday a

stronger online platform for individuals, businesses, social businesses.

WHY SHOULD WE BLOG?
Because we always have something to say

and blogs provide a place to say it and be

heard. Plus:

Blogging helps to improve writing and

argumentation skills

Blogging helps to live a more

intentional life

Blogging connects us with like-minded

people and gets our voice heard

Blogging gives the possibility to inspire

and help others

Blogging makes world a better place

BLOG LITERACY FOR ONLINE GENERATION
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THE OBJECTIVES OF THE 
YOUTH EXCHANGE:

To raise awareness about Media Literacy and Digital Participation among

participants

To support participants in exploring the concept of Active Citizenship not only

in everyday life but also throughout ICT tools, namely online platforms for

blogging

To raise awareness of participants about role of online communication for

shaping and sharing opinions among young people

To increase participants’ teamwork ability as well as their strategic thinking and to

put in practice theoretical knowledge on the subject

To provide participants with technical tools and practical information on how

to create and develop a blog as well as to foster their digital abilitie
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YOUTH EXCHANGE
LET'S BLOG

TOPICS

PARTICIPANTS

DATES

TRAVEL DATES

MEDICAL INSURANCE

NOTE

Blogging; Media Literacy;  Active 

Citizenship; Digital Natives;  Storytelling

6 from each country. Total 24.

5 participants (19-27 years old) and 1 youth 

leader (no age limits) from each country

6-12 September, 2019

5 September, 2019

13 September, 2019

Each participant is responsible for arranging 

his/her medical insurance

The project is financed by the Erasmus+ 

programme, Italian National Agency

Let's 

BLOG
Let's 
BLOG

Let's 

BLO
Let's 
BLOG

Let 
BLOG
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COSTS & REFUND

Participants must travel by public trasportation (plane, train, buses) in the dates

specified (travel days) in order to get the reimbursement. Please note that, any

change in travel dates must be accorded with InCo because we need to ask

permission to our National Agency. Please also note that participants (both for

the APV and YE) MUST travel from their home to the venue of the YE and back.

Any change in the connection MUST be accorded with InCo because our National

Agency is very strict on this point and any change has to be accorded with

National Agency.

Inco reimburses the actual traveling cost of the YE up to the following amounts,

different from country to country according to European Union funding rules

InCo needs ALL THE ORIGINAL

TICKETS (train, boarding passes, bus,

etc..) in order to give the

reimbursements. it is required by our

NA, otherwise we cannot reimburse

the costs. It will be necessary to send

the documents scanned, and the

original documents must be sent by

NORMAL POST

InCo will reimburse partners and

not directly participants.  For this

reason InCo will ask to partners the

documents of each participants

(original tickets, invoices etc...) at

the end of the youth exchange and

then InCo will reimburse partners.

The refund will be made only by

bank transfer.

georgian participants up to 

Moldovan participants up to 

portuguese participants up to 
Unfortunately we cannot cover any expenses over the amounts listed

€360
€275
€275
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ASSOCIATION INCO
INTERCULTURALITY & COMMUNICATION

The project is coordinated by Association

InCo, who will be responsible for logistics of

the youth exchange and will facilitate the

activities carried out.

 

Association InCo is a non-profit organisation

established in 2004 by a group of friends who

wanted to develop international exchange,

mutual understanding, and intercultural

sensitivity in youngsters. 

 

InCo has the objective of furtherings

international exchanges between youth,

increasing and improving the level of contact

among different cultures, stimulating

intercultural sensibility and preventing and

combating racism, prejudices and social

exclusion.

 

InCo believes in a world without prejudices,

where each culture has its own recognition -

with limits and qualities - without any

discrimination. To meet these objectives

InCo creates exchange and learning

opportunities for youngsters through raising

awareness and international project. The

instruments InCo uses are the European

Voluntary Service, the Independent

Volunteering, the Au Pair programme
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ASSOCIATION INCO
INTERCULTURALITY & COMMUNICATION

ADDRESS:

TEL:

WEB:

Via G. Galilei 24 

38122 - Trento (TN), Italy

+39 0461 984355

www.incoweb.org

E-MAIL:
info@incoweb.org
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PARTNERS
GYE

                                                    Moldova is National

Committee of the ICYE Federation. It's official

multiplier organization of SALTO EECA and

coordinator of volunteer meetings in Moldova.

ADVIT it is the biggest association in Moldova

that works in the field of promoting

intrernational volunteering and intercultural

learning, as it works with EVS and youth

exchanges since the very beginning of Youth

in Action programme. 

 

ADVIT/ICYE

PRO ATLANTICO

                    has organized more than 200

European projects under the youth, youth in

action, erasmus+ programs since 2006. Its

mission is to empower youth of Kvemo Kartli

to achieve their full physical, intellectual,

emotional, social and spiritual potential both

as individuals and as responsible citizens. It

promotes learning through peer-education,

healthy lifestyle, democratic principles and

environmentally-conscious behaviour. 

                                                                       has been

working with Youth Programme since 2003

and offers chance to take part in youth

exchanges, training courses and seminars to

youngs. It has more than 12000 members all

over Portugal and gives attention to needed

people and to those with fewer opportunities,

aiming to give them the chance to establish

contact with other cultures, in order to help

them to find ways to deal with their own

problems and to break existing prejudices.

WEB:

ADDRESS:
TEL:

www.gye.ge

22 Batumi Street,

3700 Rustavi, Georgia

+995 599 77 84 04

WEB:

ADDRESS:
TEL:

www.proatlantico.com

R. Sol 2, Vila Fria, 

 Porto Salvo, Oeiras,

Portugal

+351 21 421 8417

Str. Mitropolit

Dosoftei 97/1 of.31,

Chisinau, Moldova

WEB:

ADDRESS:
TEL:

www.voluntariat.md

+373 22 24 43 63
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WELCOME TO 

Trento is the capital city of the autonomous province of Trentino Alto-Adige,

situated in North Italy. The city is a major educational, scientific and political

centre with sheltering the University of Trento which is ranked among the best

universities in Italy and in Europe. Having the advantage of being a university

city, Trento enjoys a number of student oriented cultural activities also at an

international level. 

Trento is well-connected to the neighbouring cities through railway, among

others, Verona in about one hour and Bolzano in 40 minutes. Some lakes can be

reached in about 1,5 hours from Trento, like Caldonazzo or Garda Lake. The city

has a picturesque Medieval and Renaissance historic centre, with typical ancient

buildings and touristic attraction points such as the Trento Cathedral and the

Castello del Buonconsiglio. 

The city often ranks highly among Italian cities for quality of life, standard of

living, and business and job opportunities. Trento is also one of the nation's

wealthiest and most prosperous cities, with its province being one of the richest

in Italy,

TRENTO

Country:

Region:

province:

area:

population:

Time zone: 

Currency:

Language:

Italy

Trentino-Alto Adige

Trentino (TN)

157,9 km2

118,160

UTC+1 (CET)

Euro

Italian
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HOW TO GET TO TRENTO

You can land in Italy at Verona, Bergamo, Venice, Bologna or Milan and reach

Trento with a one to two hour trip choosing either a car-rental service, shuttle

buses or trains. Here you will find the nearest airports:

BY AIRPLANE

BY TRAIN

Verona 'Valerio Catullo' (90 Km) 

Venice 'Venezia Marco Polo' (163 Km – fly low-cost) 

Bergamo - Orio al Serio (180 Km – fly low-cost) 

Milano Linate (223 Km) 

Milano Malpensa (265 Km – fly lowcost) 

Bologna (224 km – fly low-cost)

Trento train station is located at Piazza Dante of Trento. You can buy your train

ticket online or at the station. The price stays the same for Regional Trains, but not

for Intercity or Freccia tickets. In this case, the soonest you buy it, the cheapest

you get it.

To know the train schedule, look at these websites:

www.trenitalia.com

www.obb-italia.com

BY BUS
You can reach Trento easily by bus. Trento bus station is next to the train station.

Flixbus stop (Lungadige Monte Grappa) is 600m away from the train station.

To get the bus tickets, check this website:

www.flixbus.com

ARRIVAL DAY
The transporation within the Province of Trento will be ensured by InCo, we will

purchase the necessary amount of bus tickets in advance, bus taken by

participants in order to get to the venue will be reimbursed along with their

travel costs. 
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ACCOMMODATION
The hosting structure is located in Villazzano, suburb of Trento situated up the hill,

disposing a beautiful panoramic view on the city and the mountains around. 

This hosting structure is situated in a nice safe area, that disposes a supermarket, a

pharmacy and all the necessary in case of emergency places, on a walking distance. 

The structure has 2 meeting rooms, a big spacious park outside with a soccer field, that

we might be extensively using for the energeziers and for the planned activities. 

It has spacious kitchen and a dining room with all the necessary facilities for cooking and

organizing meals. The house disposes rooms for 2, 4 and 6 people, each with private

bathroom. The structure does not have WIFI. 

NOTE: The participants divided into groups will be responsible for cooking and cleaning;

The participants have to organize the national dinners (thinking over the traditions

they'd like to share); The participants have to prepare a creative presentation of their

countries and the organizations they represent.

ADDRESS
VIa della Villa 

Parolari 4, 

38123 Trento TN

From the bus stop 'Gazzoletti Piazza Dante' (Bus

stop near Train Station) take Bus n6 direction

GROTTA. Get out from the bus after 20 stops in

VILLAZZANO VILLA BELFONTE and walk 450 m. 

The bus comes every 20 minutes and it needs

approximately 22 minutes to reach the stop

VILLAZZANO VILLA BELFONTE.  Don't forget to

valide your ticket as soon as you get in the bus.

FROM CITY CENTER
bus n6
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WHAT TO BRING

Sheets 

Bath towels 

Sandals 

Medicines 

Alarm clock 

Bathing suit 

Comfortable clothes 

Personal hygiene things

note
If you have any special need or diet please

be sure to inform the organizers in advance

and organize yourself all necessary stuff
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BASIC ITALIAN
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WE ARE WAITING FOR YOU

interculturality &  Communication

FOLLOW US

Associazione InCo  (Trento, Italy)

Associazioneinco 

ASSOCIATION INCO

VIaggia trento
App for urban bus timetable

Anya Ivanova

+39 0461 930002
+39 0461 235383

Taxi

App for events in Trento

In case of emergency

way trento

+39 324 588 0403

Each partner is in charge to select
participants and give details to InCo.
Once selected, please fill out the
document (Participants Information),
attached to the e-mail regarding the
personal information of participants.
InCo needs before the youth exchange,
scanned copies of ID/passport of each
participant
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NOTES
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